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ACCURACY ... CLARITY ... FlEXIBILITY!
These are essential elements in any modern information display system . They are specific benefits
offered the discriminating users of the mini-computer
interactive displays developed by ITT's Aerospace
Optical Division for the ARTS II system of the U. S.
Federal Aviation Administration.
In this Automated Radar Terminal System , radar
video and processed beacon data are combined with
locally-generated alphanumerics for real -time query/
response, target identification and tracking information , all of which is essential to efficient, safe air
traffic control.
The resultant data can also be displayed with
unique clarity by ITT's BRITE system for control
tower application , since the data display is visible
under all conditions, even daylight.
These same capabilities have been put to other
uses including the Army War Room and the SAC
Operational Plann ing System. In these custom-built

computerized systems, the superb multicolor projection of strategic and tactical data enhances the
rapid assimilation necessary to dynamic decision
making.
Instant data manipulation and integration of
graphics from off,.line sources can be precisely controlled by make-up/ monitor consoles . Interface
capability empowers instant up-date by immediate
call-up of alphanumerics, symbols, vectors, circles,
conics . . . directly from the mass memory bank.
The proven capabilities of these and similar programs, continually bolstered by the constant evolution of remarkably advanced developments, are solid
evidence of NOD's outstanding accomplishments in
the progress of display technology.
Can you use these capabilities? Call for more
information from A/OD of ITT, 3700 East Pontiac
Street , Fort Wayne, Indiana 46803, 219/743-7571 .
We'll be glad to display our data.
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It's interesting that w hen something
is in the news .. . the oi l crisis, for
example . .. we at Syntronic learn
about it, often ahead of the general
public, because we make yokes.
The energy crisis came along and
severa l customers called us and
asked for help . One makes a TV
camera system for oil exploration
on the ocean floor. It runs along
down there , helps the drilling
operation, looks for oil leaks.
Another makes an instrument for
geological charting of each foot of
an oil well shaft. A precision picture
on the CRT .. . by means of a better
yoke . . . may help solve part of the
energy crisis problem.

The Changing Architecture of Radar
Command and control Displays
The evolution of command and con trol
displays seems to be accelerating. Author
describes this evolution and how modularity
impacts it.
Fiber Optic Flat Panel Display
The costs of large screen display projectors
in some situation s is too high to justify.
Authors describe a solution.

It's this kind of service that led to
our bein g named " Midwest Su pplier
of the Year" in 1973 by the Small
Business Administration.
If yo u have a display problem, ask
us to put our 25 years of experi ence
to work for you.
Circ le # 1 on Readers Service Card
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Key Decisions in Designing
the Picture Systems 18
How major decisions were made d uring the
design of a new high performance computer
system.

For 25 years, Syntronic Instruments,
In c. has been involved in the news.
Do you remember what was going
on in 1949? Th e year we were
found ed . The Russians exploded
their first ato mi c bomb . NATO was
established. The UN Building was
dedicated, and Dr. Henry Marcy and
some associates founded Syntronic
Inst ruments, In c. to make better
yokes for CATs.
Syntronic has grown with the times,
and now makes more precision
yokes than all the other yoke companies put together. It takes years
to build an organ ization to serve the
information display industry as
smooth ly and efficiently as we do.
Here's how we work. An engineer
has a problem. We strug gle with an
id ea , making somet hing a littl e
special to suit his need. Next, he
may want 10 pieces to perform just
Iike the prototype. Then 100 or 1,000.
We have the production flexibility
and the know-how to make one
part or a thousand. We have the
whole package . . . ideas and good ,
repetitive products - yokes, coi ls,
accessories, assemblies.
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The Changing Architecture of

The Impact of New Technology
on Display System Architecture
In the last ten years, continuous and significant advances have been made In
display system design all the way from high performance, real-time graphics
systems to the low cost, alphanumeric "teletype" replacements. It now appears
that the rate of advancement may well increase In the next few years, urged on
by new types of display devices, faster and lower cost memory elements, MOS
"computers-on-a-chip", and reliable magnetic mass storage devices. At the same
time, the function of the display terminal in the system Is being re-defined with
general purpose devices giving way to more application oriented units.
The CRT In Its many forms has been the mainstay of nearly all display systems
up to the present. Now plasma panels are available and It Is likely in one to two
years liquid crystal and laser display devices will be commercially offered. Each
of the new devices will have unique characteristics; the question arises as to how
valuable these unique features are. For example, plasma panels are flat, distortion
free, allow rear projected overlaps, and have inherent image memory. They are
also low resolution devices and relatively costly. It Is not yet obvious that the
advantages so outweigh the disadvantages that the CRT will be seriously displaced.
Within the family of CRT techniques, a number formerly accepted procedures are
being reconsidered. Graphic displays have traditionally used random scan deflection systems but there is a trend toward raster scan because of the simplicity
of distributing video signals, the lower cost of monitors, and the higher reliability
of "all digital" systems. On the other hand, a number of real time operations such
as rotation or scaling are difficult to perform In a raster-scan system and It is not
clear that in the near future techniques or circuitry for such real time manipulation
will be available.
For several years In low cost graphics terminals It has been deemed desirable to
use display devices with Inherent Image memory (1. e. the display Image Is stored
by the display device itself and does not require the Image to be refreshed}. This
Inherent memory created a problem because It made It difficult to change the Image
but since an inherent memory eliminated the need for an expensive refresh
memory, It was felt to be worthwhile. Recently, however, semiconductor memory
costs have fallen so far that it is possible to question the value of inherent
memories. It is now possible to refresh low cost CRT's from separate memories
for a system cost comparable to using an inherent memory device such as a panel
or direct-view storage tube and problems of modifying the image are much simpler.
Even if a designer decides that he wants to use semi-conductor memory in his
display, there are further questions to be resolved. For example, should he use
random access or serial memories. MOS random access memories are slightly
more expensive and somewhat slower but much more versatile. At the same time,
the trade journals are very enthusiastic about the expected low cost of magnetic
" bubble" memories and charge coupled devices - and these devices are inherently serial. Should the designer plan ahead to use the new devices and do
serial designs or take advantage of the power of random access devices.
Alphanumeric terminals have been progressing along two paths. One Is to
produce the lowest possible cost "universal" 110 terminal that would replace
electro-mechanical equivalents by being quieter, faster, and more reliable - but
Is " dumb". The other path is to build "smart" or "Intelligent" terminals that can
edit and even perform some computation without Interrupting their associated
computer. With the advent of large scale Integrated circuits, adding processing
power to each terminal is reasonably economical. The alternate school of thought
Is that computing power should be concentrated at the host computer and that
the terminals need no intelligence. A third road Is to cluster "dumb terminals"
near a mini-processor that acts as a collective processor for all the terminals and
communicates back to the host computer. Compounding the confusion is the
Issue of the desirability or need for bulk storage as part of the computer configuration. And if local storage is preferred, should be the media casseHes (of
various types} or "floppy" disks.
These comments outline only a few of the many new choices In designing display
architecture that have been made possible by new technology.
ThomO$ B. Cheek
Adage, Inc.
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and Displays
control
The evolution of command and control displays seems to be accelerating. The author
describes this evolution and how modularity impacts it. This paper has been adapted
from the writer's recent presentation at NEREM.

• This paper describes the architecture and display characteristics
for a family of multi-purpose, computer controlled interactive radar
displays.
The display characteristics for
upgrading the total control performance is described, with emphasis on the characteristics, organization of displays and their impact
on the architecture. Improvement
is discussed using general purpose
processing capability internal to
the display.

AIR TRANSPORT ABLE
PRECISION APPROACH
&AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEM

Introduction

INTERACTIVE
TEXT EDITING DISPLAY

Radar situation displays have
evolved from simple PPI scop es
to large man-machine information
systems involving a network of radar sensors, computers and displays. The increasing integration
of computers and displ ays and
development of i m proved hardware and software techniques for
real-time man-machine interaction
has led the way to increased application of displays for a variety
of real time control applications.
Emerging new applications include
coordinated air traffic control, traffic situation displays, area navigation-cockp it displays and operator
displays in industrial and military
command and control applications.

MULTI-PURPOSE
COMMAND CONTROL
& RADAR DISPLAY
SYSTEM

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
DISPLAY SYSTEM

SONAR DISPLAY
& CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 1. State of the Art Situation Displays in C&C Applications
Jan.-Feb. '74
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The broad set of potential display applications in highly automated systems, has stimulated
various design alternatives and
system configurations. Systems
range from simple alphanumeric
TV raster displays to high capacity, dynamic displays capable of
multimode operation. Figure 1 depicts various operator displays and
presentation formats used in air traffic control, precision landing, sonar
and tactical command and control
applications.
The general composition of elements comprising the class of systems to be discussed is shown in
Figure 2. It consists of interconnected data processing, display and
data entry equipment, coupled to
the system sensors and controlled
elements via video processors, data
converters a nd communication

links.
The system sensors include various search and track radars, IR and
sonar sensors. The display subsystem interfaces with both sensors and
computers to provide a continuous
display of the tactical situation and
means for entering operator decisions and requests to the system.
The sections following discuss the
broad considerations and display
design criteria for upgrading the
C&C display system performance.
A design approach is outlined configured about a programmable display controller; using off-the-shelf,
state-of-the-art display hardware.
The salient display characteristics
and advantages gained by novel
application of stored program capability internal to the display console will be described.

be translated into display performance requirements. Since there
are no hard rules for allocation of
system functions between various
portions of the system or quantitative criteria for measuring system
effectiveness, there is a lack of
standardization in system structure.
In the past system enhancement
was generally achieved by advancing the state-of-the-art in display
technology, coupled with design of
special purpose display hardware.
Display techniques and hardware have now reached the stage
where few problems are encountered in system implementation and
incremental advancement in the
state-of-the-art of display quality
no longer guarantees improvement
in the total display performance.
To help define the basis for our
design objectives, some of the more
important constraints in the design
of displays in a command and control environment are examined in
detail.

defensive capability alter the specific operational procedure, manmachine interaction and the display information requirements. As
mission requirements become more
complex, additional performance
requirements are placed on both
C&C computers and displays.
Because the above pattern is typical, lack of flexibility for meeting
changing requirements results in
degradation in total system performance and premature display obsolescence.
Our approach to satisfying the
mission requirements for advanced,
high performance systems, is predicated on the design of a highly
versatile, mission independent display, using general purpose processing capability internal to the
display. T o the extent that the
stored program capability is included in the display console, it
frees the last CPU from display
oriented tasks and provides a new
dimension for system organizational
:flexibility.

By S. B. SCHUCK

SITUATION DISPLAYS

Specific Considerations
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Along with the broad considerations discussed above, the following key system parameters are identified as primary determinants of
display configuration; system response time requirements, display
load and data format and levels of
system interaction necessary to support mission requirements.
Display design is further complicated by a variety of application and environmental constraints.
Some of the major display requirements include: good modulation
h·ansfer function at high resolution,
compatible interfacing capability
with appropriate input/ output components and suitable brightness under varying ambient light conditions and low product life cycle
costs. In military systems the display
configuration is strongly influenced
by the common requirements characteristic of military hardware, i.e.,
environmental constraints, high system reliability, maintainability, low
weight, volume and power.
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Concern for Organizational Flexibility

The traditional design of displays
in large command and control
( C&C) systems was based on a
"hardware approach". Display subsystems are designed as special purpose peripherals to large command
control information systems. To
achieve desired performance, the
display requirements are optimized
to reflect specific mission operating
requirements.
The difficulty is that these systems have a broad and complex
scope of operation requiring extensive display processing support
from the host C&C system.
In military systems, the problem
is compounded by the lack of stability in the military environment.
Changes in mission, threat and

Concern for Improved System Controllability
01 0

----l

Closely aligned with tlie requirements for high level, real time
operator interaction are the often
overlooked considerations associated with operational structure of
the user.
The formulation of the information structure, bearing in mind the
demands and constraints of the system problem is fundamental to the
control of large scale man-machine
systems. In general, these systems
contain multiple stations, and require multiple information sets to
support a wide range of operations.
The display processing system
must handle a large number of
independent operator requests and
decisions simultaneously. The sys-

I
L __ __ __ __
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01 0

TO OTHER CONSOLES

Figure 2. Typical C&C System
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Alternate System Structures

System Design Considerations

The critical problem in display
system design is tailoring the display performance to satisfy operational requirements involving the
interaction of man and machine,
operating in a time restricted environment. A complicating factor
is that display systems are invariably subsystems of large systems
with the result that display criteria
formulated in terms of primary system operational requirements must

tern must further respond to these
requests in real time demanding
dynamically varying processing and
display loads.
To support a wide rang e of
operations, the system must have
sufficient versatility to provide controlled selectivity over the total
formation available to the operator
and flexibility in display format,
optimized for human factor consideration.

Figure 3. Display Subsystem Configurations

I
I
I

Figure 3 shows the organizational
alternatives in the design of computer driven display systems. Due
to the diversity of applications that
must be supported, no single display device or system structure can
satisfy all of the foregoing requirements. In the following sections we
describe the considerations in system architecture and our display
objectives for a family of radar
command and control systems.
In the architecture of present
day control systems, the preferred
approach for satisfying the mission
Jan.-Feb. '74 I Page 7
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relative to the system operational
requirements.
Multipurpose Display System Objectives

requirements is to centralize the
data management, information
processing and system control functions into a single integrated computer facility. The control computers
coordinate the collection and correlation of data from the system
sensors, signal processing subsystem and operator display consoles.
In addition, in most centrally controlled systems, the host computers
perform the required display and
control processing for integrating
the display with the controlled
systems. In some cases the display
refreshing is performed directly
from the computer's internal refresh memory.
Except for the large systems designed with excess capability to accommodate a high level of manmachine inter-action, the dat a
processing required for the coordination and maintenance of the display is b eyond present computer
cap ability.
In the past, the design of military
displays was based on a hardware
approach, w ith th e decision to
centralize the computing, display
generation and data storage being
one of economics. Large systems
using multi-station displays, were
configured ar o und a centralized
display control unit and large refresh memories.
With early integrated circuits
and magnetic memories - low cost
was achieved by ha ving l ar ge
memory arrays driven by a small
amount of electronics and systems
were optimized to minimize the
total circuit count. The accepted
dictum was that a large processor
provid ed more performance/ per
unit cost.
With present trends in digital
equipment costs, there is no longer
a severe penalty in distributing
storage and processing capability
to individual consoles.
The availability of MSI/LSI
memories and complex digital units
drastically alters the balance between different parts of the system,
and suggests new organizational
concepts for improving the performance and flexibility of displays
Page 8
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In the design of the Modular
Programm a ble Display System
(MPDS) the follo w ing design
goals were formulated for effecting
a functionally versatile, mission independent display system, capable
of multimode operation:
l ) Modular system organization
cipable of functional reconfiguration and future expansion
2) One basic console d es ign
used at all operating positions. Each console capable
of independent operation and
r econfiguration under program control
3 ) Provide processing capability
internal to the display, using
a modular programmable display controller, to reduce the
display load on the control
computer
4) Provide internal refresh memory, to minimize computer
display servicing times
5) Improve man-machine interaction through a flexible display format, controlled by
internal processor and easily
adopted to system requirements

MPDS System Description

Figure 4 shows a development
model of the multipurpose Display
System ( MPDS ), configured for
stand alone operation.
The console provides full interactive capability with a complement of sensors, control subsystems
and host computers. Using internal
processing and refresh capability
the MPDS processes and displays
real time radar video and computer
generat ed synthetic data, wh~ch
includes target tracks, operatiOn
cues and programed data.

By S. B. SCHUCK

The salient operational features
of the MPDS console include:
• Dual color situation display
consisting of an accurately coregistered presentation of time
compressed radar video and
computer generated data in
PPI, B-Scan or RHI formats

Figure 5. MPDS Overall Block Diagram

• Flexibility in the make up and
cat egorie s of display data :
controlled by operator switch
actions of the console
• Dynamically updated tabular
displays of operational routines, system statu s, track
queues and keyboard entries;
appearing in operator relocatable sterile area on the
situation display
• Improved man-machine interaction by cueing operator de-

Figure 6. Display Subsystem
SYSTEM COMPU TE RS
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SIMU LTANEOUS DISPLAY OF REA L-TIM E AND SYNTHETIC

DATA WITH NO DATA LOSS

MUL TI ·PU RPOSE D I SPLAY SYSTEM

INTEGRABLE DI RECT L Y WI TH UP TO THREE SEARCH RADA RS
OR SONARS. SYSTEM COMPUTE RS AN D CONTROLL ED

[XT[RiiAL
INPUTS

EL EMENTS
I NT£R:-.!A L REFRESH MEMORY A LL EVI ATES BURDEN ON
SYSTEM COMPUTER 1/0
DISPLAY PROCESSOR RA PI DL Y ADAPTED FOR FUNCTIONAL
MODES AND PRESENTATION FORMATS
I NTERNA L CHARACT ER GEN ERATOR WITH F ULL REPE RTOIRE
OF ALPHANUMERICS AND SYMBOLS

CONTROLL ED EL EM EN TS

RE ADOUT OATA D ISPLAYED ON CRT AT LOCATI ON SF.LECTED
BY OP ERATOR

Figure 4. Multipurpose Display System
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Figure 7. MPDS Processor

ctstons on the recommended
use of the system elements in
engageability of targets and
operation doctrines.
• Display oriented processing,
such as data filtering, editing,
display range scaling and radar display pr ocessin g performed entirely internal to the
console
• Flexible display format that
allows the control computer to
communicate with the display
console in a format the system
understands
• On line diagnostic and fault
isolation capability using self
te st programs contained in
the MPDC
The console's intemal functional
architecture is based on a novel
design approach for PPI display
generation using an integrated
hardware-software scheme . Th e
major areas to be highlighted are:
• All digital PPI raster generation, using the MPDC for real
time radar sweep vector processing
• Time shared use of a common
vector and display waveform
generation hardware for display of radar video and computer data
• Use of video time compression
to increase the amount of displayable synthetic information.
Optimization of the display to the
job function is achieved through
the use of modular h ardware and
software systems operating under
control of a real time executive
processor.
The classes of display data processing and data management and
control functions p erformed at the
console are largely determined by
the relationship between the console and the Controlled System.
To minimize the total display
dependency on the host CPU, the
following processing is p erfonned
in the MPDS:
l. Computer IjO Processing
Function decode
Message formatting
Data routing
2. Display Control Processing
Jan .. Feb. '74
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Display refresh
Trackball processing
Operator controls processing
3. Data Processing
PPI sweep vector computation
Display range scaling, and
offset
Coordinate transformations
4. Data Manipulation
Data filtering and editing
by category
Display composition from read only representations
MPDS System Architecture

The architecture of the MPDS
is based on a modular design
philosophy, composed of a small
set of compatible hardware and
software functional units. Modules
in the right combinations are assembled from established product
lines to satisfy a variety of radar
command-control applications.
The MPDS hardware block diagram is shown in Figure 3. The
equipment is comprised of the following major display building
blocks :
• CRT display & display generation hardware
• Display processor and refresh
memory
• Radar video processor subsystems
• Control processing subsystems
Each of these areas constitutes
an operational subsystem only after
the hardware and software associat-

aboutthe

ed with the command and control
functions have been integrated.
The MPDS subsystems are structured about the "Modular Programmable Display Controller"
( MPDC) . Under program control,
the MPDC perfmms the data processing functions required to integrate the operation of the special
function controllers and display
generation hardware.
The design of the display subsystems, emphasizes distributed
control and logic partitioning, to
make the operation of the special
function controller asynchronous
with the data processing functions.
Communication between the
MPDC and the special function
peripherals is via a common I/ 0
bus. The peripherals, and memory
both interface with the bus, so that
the device to memory communications may occur without program
intervention. and need of a separate DMA unit. High speed DMA
data transfer is used for efficient
display refresh and I/ 0 operation
between the display and the host
computer. Direct I/ 0 transfer under program control is limited to
initial add r essing control and
handshaking functions.
Because the interfaces with the
bus have been standarized, the internal bus structure provides practically unlimited configuration flexibility to add or delete modules
to satisf y different display requirements.
MPDS Equipment Description
1. CRT Display Subsystem
A block diagram of the Display
Subsystem is shown in Figure 6.
The Display unit is a high p erformance, random position CRT
display designed to display real

time compressed radar video and
computer generated synthetic data.
The console provides dual colQ.r
presentation so that computer generated background data is displayed without obscuring radar
video information even at high
luminescence levels.
Capability is included to generate a variable set of 128 symbols
and alphanumerics generated using
cursive constant writing rate generation techniques. Under program
control symbo ls and characters
may b e written in two sizes, at
either of two brightness levels and
are drawn either solid or flashing.
These features are used to provide
warning of critical situations requiring operator action.
2. Processor Subsystem ( MPDC)
The proc essor subsyst em is
structured about a Modular Programmable Display Controller
( MPDC ). The MPDC is a stored
program, 2's complement, 16 bit
general purpose processor, configured from a coordinated set of
random access read/ write and read
only m emories, arithmetic logic
units and micro-programmed control unit, using a single bus I/ 0
system.
The MPDC central processing
unit takes full advange of MSI
technology and attributes of higher
capability processor s including
multilevel indir ect addressing ,
hardware multiply and divide,
multiple hardware interrupts and
flexible capability.
Figure 7 shows a simplified block
diagram of the processor subsystem.
Th e programmable processor is
comprised of an arithmetic unit, a
micro-programm ed controller, 6 basic regi!>ters, and decoding network.
The interrupt processor contains

author_ _______

Simcha B. Schuck is a senior staff engineer at the Digital Systems and Display L aboratory of Raytheon
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a real time clock which provides
capability for an interrupt of the
program at specified programmed
intervals. It also generates interrupts upon detection of internal
faults, power failure, restart conditions and MPDS subsystem service requests.
The MPDS features a sub-microsecond solid state memory system
expandable to 16K words. A typical
application would employ a memory system divided between read
only memory modules to store
fixed operation program, programmable logic sub-routines, and random access read-write (RAM)
memory modules containing data
buffers and refresh data.

In the MPDS, Video Time Compression is used to reduce the radar
writing time, thus providing adequate time for writing of synthetic
data.
The RVP digitizes and stores
quantized video from a single
radar transmission. The stored
radar video is displayed at constant
CRT writing rate on a digitally
produced sweep with proper range
and display offset.

3. Display Control and Vector
Generation Hardware ( DCVG )
The DCVG is the logical interface between the refresh memory,
and the Display Subsystem. The
DCVG operates on preformatted
display data resident in refresh
memory. It decodes display data
words, transfers position data vector increment and symbol data
to the Display Subsystem. The
DCVG also prorlncP.s all control
sequences required to generate
constant writing rate, accurately
coregistered PPI display. Data
transfer between the refresh memory and the DCVG is on a cycle
stealing basis and is independent
of the MPDC processor.
For optimum registration a single channel all digital display unit
is employed for writing radar
video, computer generated lines
and random position symbology.
To achieve the high position a l
resolution necessary for a quality
PPI display presentation, data are
computed to 13 bits accuracy and
displayed on an 8192 x 8192 element display grid.

Summary
Our goals for a cost effective
command and control display system were based on a combination
of modular system architecture and
stored program capability internal
to the display. This resulted in an
extremely flexible and versatile system capable of functional reconfiguration with minimum redesign,
cost and time.
Modularity is achieved by designing the CPU, memory and subsys t ems as separate functional
building blocks to permit expansion
and modular substitution for upgrading. This allows new cost-performance tradeoffs to optimize the
total system configuration as more
efficient LSI modules become
available.
Inclusion of a programmable display controller contributes to lower
applications cost and system flexibility by solving virtually all external compatibility problems and
optimizing the processing utilization of the host computer.
Beyond these primary considerations, the ability to do a large portion of the display processing locally enhances the total operation
by allowing selectivity of the information displayed to the operator
with flexibility in display formats,
improved operator interaction and
system response times.
•

4. Radar Video Processor ( RVP )
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Machover Appointed
Genl. Mgr. of IDI
Carl Machover has been made
Vice President/ General Manager
of Information Displays, Inc., Mt.
Kisco, N.Y. Mr. Machover, formerly the company's Vice President for
Marketing, has been with IDI
since 1960. He is well known in the
computer graphics field, frequently
writes and lectures on the subject.
Information Displays, Inc. is a
leading manufacturer of computer
graphics systems.

Eliminates Small
Computer Need
Aiming to stimulate the growing
trend toward centralized computer
power, Computer Transmission
Corp. (TRAN), El Segundo, Cal.,
has unveiled a new remote processing system that eliminates the
need for small or medium-scale
computers at remote 1/ 0 sites.
Called the Multitran 4000, TRAN's
new system controls multiple remote peripherals as though they
were operating in the central, or
"host," computer facility - and it
does the job without teleprocessing
software or adding any more to
operating system overhead than
with a local device, says firm.

Photo Research
Appoints Walker
Richard A. Walker has been
named Vice President/ Engineering
of Photo Research Div., Kollmorgen
Corp., Burbank (Cal.). With firm
since 1970, he is credited with development of numerous Photo Research products now on the market,
is the author of many t echnical
papers.

Photos for JOURNAL
In sending photos to S I D
JOURNAL, authors and SID
chapter reporters are advised that
under normal circumstances the
JOURNAL cannot use color photos.
Black and white photos are required for optimum reproduction
via the offset lithographic process.
If the thrust of the paper or report
hinges on the use of color in
the illustrations, authors or reporters should communicate with
the editor.
Jan.·Feb. '74
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Philco-Ford W estern Development Laboratories
Palo Alto, California

• D ynamic large screen displays
are cost-effective today when produced by projectors. Commercial
movie theatres, pilot h·aining simulators, and closed-circuit television
sports theaters find the cost -t'ffectiveness to be achieved by a combination of the high display impact
of the large screen plus the ability
to divide the cost of a single display device among a large number
of users. The same effect occw·s in
utility, civilian government, and
military conh·ol centers where key
personnel must work in synchronization to solve rapidly changing,
very difficult command and control problems.

large Screen Display Projectors Problem
There are many situations where
the cost of the physical volume
necessary for the cone of light from
a projector to the lru·ge screen
is so high that lru·ge screen display
p r o jec tors cannot effectively be
used. Such situations exist not only
in military ships, vans, planes, and
hardened control centers, but also
in any structure where installations
are currently crowded and structural me mb ers make reanangements to accommodate the projector light cone volum e not
practical.
To solve this problem, the display industry has pursued Hat panel
display technology of many types
including arrays of electrochemical
cells, plasma cells, liquid crystal
Page 12 I SID Journal

Flat Panel Display

cells, mechanical cells, incandescent cells, light-emitting dio d es,
and electroluminescent c e lls. At
this time the incandescent cells
dominate for sport stadium scoreboards and outdoor news ticker
and time-temp erature displays. Mechanical el e m e nt s dominate for
traffic control and indoor stock
price, ticker displays. At present,
such approaches all have as serious
limitations most of the following:
l. Inability to make picture elements overlap .
2. Inability to make picture elements change through choice of
several colors.
3. Slow update rate.
4. High power consumption.
5. High initial cost.
6. Limited life.
7. High cost of maintenance.
8. Complex driving electronics.

Eliminate limitations
The Philco-Ford W estern D evelopment Laboratories Division ha.s
undertaken a program to eliminate
these limitations, preserve the Hat
panel on the wall advantage, and
make use of all existing projector
technology. In addition, the planned
full col or, dynamic, Hat p anel
on the wall array had as its goals
unusual ruggedness, no fail abl e
components, essentially zero maintenance, wide environmental range
so as to be applicable to full military applications, yet be less costly

than commercial matrix arrays of
the same resolution.

The costs of large screen display projectors

Resolution of Digital lens

in some situations is too high to justify.
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The basic concept was that of a
fiber optic "digital lens" made of
non-tapered optical fibers so arranged as to allow passive rotation,
translation, a nd magnifl.cation of
monochrome or color images with
a total array of depth of only a few
inches. The resolution of the digital
lens can be exactly controlled by
the number of optical fibers fabricated per dimension. The magnification or reduction can be exactly
controlled by the center-to-center
sp a cing of optical fibers at the
large versus the small end. Translation and rotation can b e exactly
controlled by the bending of each
individual fiber. Picture element
size versus fiber center-to-center
spacing (fiber pitch ) can be exactly controlled by intercepting the
cone of light leaving each optical
fiber at the appropriate distance
from the end of the fiber ·with a
diffusing screen.
The principle of operation of the
fiber optic digital lens is shown in
Figure 1. As can be seen from the
figure, the total depth of the digital
lens is essentially the fiber centerto-center sp acing times the number of fibers.
For the first lens constructed, the
depth was made six inch es by using
one thousand 6-mil optical fibers.

The authors describe a solution,
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using the fiber optic "digital lens."
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By HERBERT C . HENDRICKSON
and BRYAN E. LOUCKS
Philco-Ford Western Development Laboratories
Palo Alto, California

As can also be seen from the figure,
the output image magnification is
determined by the ratio of fiber
pitch on the output end to the
pitch on the input end. F or the
first large screen lens constructed,
the magnification was made to be
ten by making the output end
center-to-center spacing be 60 mils.
The result was an image expansion
from six inches to five feet in a
total depth of only six inches. A
photograph of the first large screen
digital lens is shown in Figure 2.
One of the interesting parameters
of this lens is that adjustment of
the position of the output image
plane rear projection screen allows
the displ ay system designer to
choose between small exh·emely
bright picture elements which do
not touch or larger picture elements which overlap but are dimmer. T ypical specifications for symbol legibility are usually stated in

,.,.,.... / t t l t
Pl.UI
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Figure 1. Construction of Digital lens
with non-tapered optical fibers.

Figure 2. Six inches to five feet magnification digital lens.
Jan.·Feb. '74 I Page 13

using point sources rath e r than
area sources as matrix elements.
F or example, at 30 feet, a minute
of arc is 0.10 inch; a quarter-inch
terms of the contrast ratio between matrix subtends ( diagonally) about
the bright and d ark areas of a sym- 3.5 minutes of arc. Such an element
bol. H owever, brightness cannot be required ap proximately twice the
the controlling factor for small total light as does a point source.
areas since the areas could be made ( Philco-Ford's experimental results
smaller and smaller until, near the show that, at a reading distance of
limit, one could obtain legibility 2 feet, point source images may
with almost zero total light. At produce a total light flux savings
some point, the total light emit- of a factor of from 10 to 12.)
ted from the area must be of signi- However, use of this gain may in
ficance. Ricco's law1 states that the the long run degrade symbol rect ot al light emitted becomes the ognition b ecause picture elements
controlling factor when the diam- do not overlap. We would welcome
eter of the area subtends a "few h urn a n factors studies regarding
best use of this ability to control
minutes of arc at the eye."
In order to further define the picture element size on the large
region of transition between bright- screen independent of optical fiber
ness perception and total illumina- p itch . If we extrap olate· the digital
tion perception, experimental data TV exp erience, we would predict
by Luckiesh and Moses2 were ana- that outp ut picture element size
lyzed. Figure 3 shows the combina- should be approximately 1.4 times
tions of target size and background output optical fiber pitch and that
brightness required for target dis- area brightness rather than indicrimination. The targets used were vidual p icture element brightness
p arallel b ars. The relative total should b e u se d when designing
illumination absorbed by p arallel well human-factored systems. Howbars at different sizes and contrast ever, at longer viewing distances,
the spots will b e so small that the
ratios is given by:
rear proj ection screen can be elimi2
2
nated and the angular dispersion
R = S1 C/S2 c 2
of the fibers themselves can be
used.
In this case, it is possible to
where R is the relative total illuachieve an effect similar· to screen
mination. S is the size of the arc in
minutes, and C is the contrast. gain of approximately 4 \vithout
A plot of this ratio with respect many of the bend angle problems
to total illumination required ·a t 6 at corners and edges. The total
li.ght which is emitted from a fiber
minutes of arc size is shown in
is highly directional. When viewed
Figure 4. It can b e seen that the
end on, the brightness of the fiber
total light absorbed by small taris comp arable to that of the light
gets ( below 3 minutes of arc) resource. This directivity corresponds
mains nearly constant. There apto that of a high gain screen. ··
pears to be a minimum at 2 minutes
of arc. This r es ult corroborates
Ricco's law and indicates that the
total illumination of an area becomes controlling at about 2 minutes of arc. This light level represents the minimum total flux which
which will produce a recognizable
area.
Figure 4 indicates that a considerable savings in total light flux
Figure 3. Combination of brightness and
required to produce a legible ma- target size required for discrimination
trix display may be achieved b y of various contrasts.
By HERBERT C. HENDRICKSON
& BRYAN E. LOUCKS

'J. W. T. Walsh, "Photometry," Dover

Publkations, Inc., New York 1958
page 78.
'
'
'E . J. McCormick, "Human Factors Engineering," 2nd Edi tion, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1964.
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Figure 5 shows the directivity
of the lig h t coming from a fiber with
a numerical aperture of 0.66.
•
It can be readily seen that the
problem is to scatter the light into
an angle of 45° both sides of the
ax is. T h is sca tt e rin g can b e
achieved by bonding a layer of
clear plastic to the front surface
of the screen to p rovide the desired
termination to the fiber.
The thickness of the required
layer is about that of the diameter
of the fiber. The optimum thickness
and refractive index will be determined . The effective gain of the
fiber images over area sour ces
(whi ch a r e essentially lam bert
sources ) from this contribution is
conservatively estimated to be a
factor of 2.
Thus, the t otal li g ht requirements for optical fiber p oint sources a r e es tim a t e d to b e about
one-eighth of the total flux requirements for area sources.
Element Luminance

The major factors, other than the
input source, that determine the
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display element luminance are the
losses associated with the collection
and transmission of light by optical
fibers. These losses are as follows:
1. Aperture Loss- The co ll ec tio n
an gle q, for a light ray incident on
a core of refractive index Nc with
a jacket of refractive index NJ and
coming from a media of refractive
index N 0 is given b y:

This term is commonly called the
numerical aperture of the fiber.
Since N0 = 1 for air, a fiber in air
h as a collection angle 4>c given b y

Figure 6, shows the longitudinal
section of a typical optical fiber.
Light rays coming from outside
the acceptance cone are lost. With
good systems design, all rays from
the driving projector will fall within the acceptance cone. Scattering
losses are negligible since the input end of the fiber is optically
tJOlished.
2. Jacket Area Loss-In addition
to the aperture loss, the light falling on the front face of the jacket
is considered lost. The ratio of
jacket loss to the total light falling
on the end of the fiber is given by:
Percent jacket loss
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3. Packing Loss- When round optical fibers are packed into b undles,
the end areas of the fibers cannot
occupy all of the end area of the
bundle. If the fibers are p acked in
square fashion, as shown below,
then the fibers occupy 78.6 % of
the total area. A typical packing
loss is 21.4%.

Area of Circular Quadrant =
(fL/ 4)D 2
Area of Square= D 2
Ratio = 1r j 4= 0 .786

4. Tolerance Loss-In practice, op-
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vious paragraphs discussed input
losses. These losses are followed by
propagation losses through the fiber bundle. Only part of the light
which is collected by the fiber is
transmitted through the fiber to the
other end. The principal sources
of the light propagation loss are
scattering by imperfections in the
jacket, absorption by contaminants
in the core and jacket, and absorption by the molecular structure of
the core material. These mechanisms are usually combined and
their total effect measured as an
effective absorption coefficient. The
intensity at the output I 0 is related
to the intensity IN at the input by

tical fibers when drawn h ave a
small variation in fiber diameter
resulting in an additional packing
loss wh en such fibers are used to
construct a precision scanning bundle. If we assume that the fiber
centers are located at the corners
I = I e -aL
of a square grid, then the squares
o
IN
must be large enou gh to accom- wh ere
a = effective abso rpti on coeffimodate th e l a r ges t fibers. Any
cient ( ft· 1 )
smaller fibers will leave additional
L = length of the optical path
space between fibers. If we let it
represent the percentage variation
in diameter between the largest
APERTURE LOSS
diameter D 1, and the smallest diamN sin +c
~.-IN...,/~+-!N~
0
1}
eter Ds, then the p ercentage loss
/
in end area is
2
Tolerance Loss =

+ [oi

D~]

+

2

/
0.10

If the distribution of tolerance
errors is linear, then the average
tolerance loss is simply t. Since this
error is in general very small compared to o th e r errors, a linea r
model of tolerances will be used.
A t y pic al diameter tolerance is
± 1% for glass fibers and +6% for
plastic fibers. The corresponding
tolerance loss is 2%or 12%.

5. Propagation Losses-The pre-

Experin1ents with a "honeycombtY{Je" packing and the resultant 30°
and 60° rows of fibers caused rejection of this approach because of
interference patterns set up with
predominantly horizontal and vertical symbols.
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By HERBERT C. HENDRICKSO N
& BRYAN E. LOUCKS

.uc:

wh ere
Do= outer diameter of opti c a 1
fiber
Dc= di a m e ter of optical fiber
core
A typical diameter ratio is 0.975.
The c o rr e sp ondin g jacket loss
is 5%.
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Figure 4. Light absorbed for discrimination of target.

Figure 6. Longitudinal section of an
optical fiber.

Figure 5. Relative output intensity vs
output direction.

Figure 7. Propagation loss of optical
fibers.
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TI1e total light transmitted as a
fraction of input light is:
t = ( 0.95 ) ( 1.00 ) ( 0.72 ) ( 0.66 )
( 0.95 ) = 0.43 or 43%
If plastic fibers are used instead
of glass fibers, the effect of losing
10%p er foot rather than only 4%per
foot is to reduce light transmission
as follows:
t = ( 0.95 ) ( l.OO ) ( 0.72 ) ( 0.35 )
( 0.95) = 0.23% or 23%

By HERBERT C. HENDR ICKSON
& BRYAN E. LOUCKS

The absorption coefficient is, of
course, a function of the wavelength of the light b eing transmitted. However, for visible wavelengths in the blue-green region,
this dep endence is insignificant for
both lucite and glass optical fibers.
The percentage effective transmission for various lengths and
absorption coefficients is shown in
Figure 7. The absorption coefficient for typical glass optical fibers
with a numerical ap erture of 0.55
is about 4% per foot. F or plastic
fibers, a typical absorption coefficient is about 10%p er foot.

Conclusions

l. It is now practical to make dynamic, full shaded color, flat panel
on the wall displays which can
show high r esolution computer
generated iinages, film iinages, or
television.
2. The fiber optic digital lens using
non-tapered fibers p ermits exact independent specifications of resolution, magnification, and degree of
picture element overlap .

6. Reflection Losses-Polishing the
ends of each fiber to reduce scattering loss does not eliminate reflection loss. This loss can typically
be 5% at each end.
3. Digital lenses can b e expected
The losses of light in the array to b e resistant to military environare tabulated as follows for glass ments, essentially maintenance free,
and to have a lifetime comparable
fibers :
Per Cent Lost
Loss Type
Per Cent Transmitted
Input Reflection
Aperture Mismatch
Area (Jacket+Packing ( 5+21 + 2 ) =
+Tolerance )
Transmission (per foot )
Output Reflection
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Activity of the Philco-Ford W estern D evelopment Laboratories Division. He was
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of new full graphics display systems for
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U.S. Air Force Control Cen ters. I le is
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to that of analog lenses.
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4. The weight of the fibers themselves is relatively small, ·with most
of the volume consistmg of foamed
separation and adhesive material.
This will allow movement of finish ed Bat panel displays mto ships,
vans, h elihu ts and constrained fixed
sites using the same manual means
as for associated e l ectro nics
cabinets.
5. The passive nature of the Bat
panels resulting from digital lens
technology together with the high
efficiency of newer CRT projectors,
light valves, and film projectors
should allow 100% duty cycle contmuous tone color images to b e
produced with electrical power illputs significantly less than that
required to for other current discrete element matrix panel display
approaches.
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SPSE Conference
The Society of Photographic
Scientists and Engineers will hold
its 27th Annual Conference in
Boston, Mass., at the Boston
Sheraton Hotel, April 28 - May 3.
The conference will cover a
wide range of subjects of particular
relevance to today's photographic
scientists and engineers. Technical
details of the Polaroid SX-70
are expected; recent advances
in the sp ecial problems of inwater photography will be presented; the current understanding
of photographic pollutants and the
present methods of eliinination will
be discussed . For information contact Raymond A. Eynard, P.O. Box
2001, T eterboro, N.J. 07608.
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SID Symposium
To Be Held in May
Members of the Society for
Infmmation Display and others
involved in or interested in the
discipline of information display,
are remmded that SID holds its
1974 International Symposium in
San Diego, Cal., May 21-23, 1974,
at the Town & Country Hotel. For
iinmediate information on registration, etc. contact SID National
H eadquarters, Violet Puff, Office
Manager, 654 N. Sepulveda Bl.,
Los Angeles, California 90049.
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How major decisions were made during the design of a new high performance computer system, and the reasoning that lay behind the decisions.
Emphasis lay on inclusion of all worthwhile capabilities while holding cost
at modest levels.

By JAMES F . CALLAN
Evans & Sutherland Computer Corp.
Salt Lake City, Utah

• In the spring of 1973, Evans &
Sutherland Computer Corporation
decided to cease production of its
current line of graphics systems
( 1, 2 ), and to offer instead a completely new system - one that
combined all the features important to a good graphics system with
a low price ( 3 ). By the end of that
year, the new system was designed;
its prototype was built and tested;
its software support specified and
developed; a plan for its maintenance developed and implemented;
and the first production version
was built, tested, and delivered to
a p aying customer.
And to make this achievement
even more remarkable, this new
system-dubbed "The Picfure System"-received widespread acclaim from us e rs and critics
throughout the world.
Evans & Sutherland was in a
unique position to perform an effort
of this magnitude in such a short
time. We had been supplying highperformance graphics systems since
1969, and through user feedback
had learned which of those earlier
Page 18 I SID J ournal

systems' features were worthwhile,
which were not, and what additional features would be useful.
Furthermore, through associations
with leading graphics institutions,
we had amassed a large collection
of state-of-the-a rt ideas about
graphics. Thus, once the decision
was made design proceeded deliberately through planned stages
to implementation. Following is a
discussion of the major decisions
reached dming this design and the
reasoning behind them.
To achieve the dual goal of full
capabilities and low price, it was
imperative for us to start by enumerating all the desirable features,
and then to discover the optimal
system organization to implement
them at lowest cost. The key featm·es decided upon were the following:
l. cap a bl e of stand-alone op-

eration
2. ease of programming
3 availability of compatible computer 1/ 0 and storage devices

4. economy of core consumption
5. convenience of object description
6. 2-D or 3-D pictures
7. dynamic motion
8. persp ective or o rthograp hic
3-D
9. rotation about any axis in
3-space
10. translation in any direction
11. scaling in any dimension
12. any combination of rotations,
translations, and seatings
13. zooming
14. windowing
15. accm ate results of transformation
16. availability of hard copy
17: large line and character capacities
18. good line quality
19. convenient interaction
20. good physical appearance
To achieve all these features at
minimal cost, the following configuration was used:

Picture
Controller
(PDP-11)

Picture
Processor

Pi cture
Generator

Character
Generato r

The Picture Controller contains
data which describes objects to b e
viewed on the Pictme Display. It
also computes p arameters used by
the other components in the system, as well as p erforming 1/ 0 and
other functions required to support
"The Picture System."
In addition, the Pichtre Controller passes parameters to the Picture
Processor to indicate how subsequent coordinate data is to be
interpreted and wh at transformations are to be made to the data.
The data interpretation parameters
indicate connectivity (i.e., how

Tablet

points are to be connected) , and
point of origin (i.e., whether the
coordinate data is absolute or relative to preceding coordinates).
The Picture Processor receives
data sent by the Pictme Controller
in the form of two- or three-dimensional line end-point coordinates.
It performs several digital operations on this data, starting with
rotations, translations, reflections,
and changes in scale. These transformations are directed by parame t ers p assed b y th e Pi ctur e
Conh·oller.
The next operation performed

by the Picture Processor is to check
the transformed coordinate data
for visibility by comparison with
a two- or three-dimensional viewing "vindow. Lines or portions
of lines outside the window are
removed by a clipping process so
that only visible segments are processed further. At this point threedimensional data is converted to
two dim ension by c omputing
perspective or, if desired, orthographic views.
The final stage in the Picture
Processor's digital processing is a
linear mapping of points from the
objects' coordinate system into that
of the Picture Display.
Processed data, still in digital
form, is now deposited in the
Refresh Buffer, either over-writing
the previous picture (single buffering ) or in a separate area from the
previous picture ( double buffering ). Processed data may also be
returned to the Picture Controller's
memory to drive a h ard copy plotter, for example, or as data for
further computation.
At the same time the Picture
Jan.-Feb. '74
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how each is implemented in the
system configuration.
1. Capable of Stand-Alone

Controller and Picture Processor
are creating one frame of the
picture and depositing it in the
Refresh Buffer, the Picture Generator is reading coordinate and intensity information from the Refresh Buffer, converting it to
analog signals, and drawing the
picture on the Picture Display.
Packaged Character Codes

Character strings from the Picture Controller pass through the
Picture Processor unmodified, and
are deposited in the Refresh Buffer
as p acked character codes. When
character words are read out of
the Refresh Buffer, the Character Generator unp acks them into
codes which access a read-only
memory containing character stroking data. The strokes are read out
of the read-only memory one by
one, multiplied by a pre-specified
sizing parameter, and drawn by the
Picture Generator on the Picture
Display.
The Tablet serves as the standard, general-purpose graphic input device in the system. Associated with the Tablet is a p en whose
coordinates are read by the Picture
Controller. Normally a "cursor" is
drawn on the Pichrre Display to
indicate the position of the pen on
the Tablet. The Tablet can be used
for positioning o r p ointin g t o
picture elements, and can p erform
the interactive functions usually
reserved for such graphic input
devices as light p ens, joysticks, and
function switches.
Now let us return to the list of
key features and state why each is
desirable (wh ere not obvious ) and

about the

Operation
Anyone who does not immediately recognize the desirability
of this feahrre has never had to
depend on a '11ost" computer
for operation. E ven if such a
computer were a perfect '11ost"
for a graphics system and even
if it were standard from installation to installation, it would
still be an essential ingredient of
the system that is out of our control. This can create great inconvenience in software development, test, and installation; and
it can mean disaster for maintenance. And the situation becomes many times worse if several different '11osts" are allowed: it becomes impossible to
supply good software support;
diagnostics must be rewritten for
each new computer; new hardware interfaces must be developed each time, etc., etc., etc.
Nor was the answer to design
and build our own general purpose computer for the system.
ThP.re is no way that a relatively
small, highly specialized company like Evans & Sutherland
can match the excellent small
computers available today on
a price/ performance basis, or
d eve l op th e peripherals and
system software required.
So we determined to select a
computer and incorporate it into
the system. We chose the D .E.C.
PDP-11 because its architecture
made it ideal as a system controller and because many in our
potential user community were
already familiar with it. Standardization on one computer
has the added advantage that

large scale interchange of programs and in formation between
users can take place.
One final note: the stand-alone
feature does not preclude interfacing the system with large
background com puter s. Many
applications require high-horsepower computations with which
the system's controller should
not be saddled.
2. Ease of Programming
To achieve this obviously desir·able goa l, w e cre ated a
graphics software support package that runs under FORTRAN
- the language familiar to the
largest number of users - and
that allows programmers to deal
in high-level parameters instead
of bothersome system d etails
( 4 ). A programmer using this
package can think in terms of
angles of rotation, scale factors,
etc., and does not need to learn
all about the matrix arithmetic
involved.
Furthermore, having only one
programmable processor in the
system (the PDP-11) gr e atl y
simplifies writing and debugging programs.
3. Availability of Standard I j O
and Storage Devices
This was anoth er reason for
selecting a widely-used general
purpose computer as the system's controller. We did not
modify the PDP-11 at all, so
that the full spectrum of peripherals available for the PDP-11
family can be utilized.
4. Economy of Core Consumption
In order to conserve core, and
for other good reasons, the following measures were taken.
First, we arranged for a single
data base in PDP-11 memory

author___ _____
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in setting specifications for the firm's new "Picrure System."
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to suffice; second, facilities were
implemented to p ermit similar
structures to be stored only
o n ce and replicated several
times, in diHerent sizes, shapes
and orientations if desired; and
third, all common picture preparation step s ( transformations,
etc.) were implemented in hardware rather than software. As a
result these and other feahues,
surprisingly large graphics programs can be held in the mirtimum configuration ( 4K words
of memory ), although, of course,
core size can be enlarged to the
PDP-11 maximum.

5. Convenience of Object
Description
It is very important in many

a1Jplications for objects to be
defined in the PDP-11 in a manner that is nahlral to the application, not consh·ained by idiosyncrasies of the graphics system. In planning the system
we made every effort to make
object description an easy, nahrral and fast process; as a result,
even existing data b ases created without thought of computer graphics portrayal - can
usually be utilize d with out
cha n ge. To facilitate obj e ct
description, we impl em en t e d
several features. First, we arranged for our hardware to convert from a program-specified
coordinate system to that of the
scope so that object definition
can take place in its own most
convenient coordinate system.
Second, we included transformation hardware that p ermits an
object to be defined in a size,
position and orientation that is
quite irrespective of the eventual size, position, and orientation of the picture of that object.
Third, we decided to store data
one coordinate p er word, with
no "opcode" bits in the word;
two or three .contiguous words
comprise two - o r thr ee -dimensional point; and a set of
contiguous points comprise a set
of connected lines, disconnected
lines, or dots, as sp ecified elsewhere. ( In short, coordinate
data is stored separately from
the instructions for drawing that
data. ) And fourth, the coordinates of a point may b e specified

as ab solute or as relative to the
preceding point, and this choice
has no bearing on flexibility of
operations that may be performed on such points or on the
accuracy of the eventual coordinates of such points in the
picture, problems sometimes
found in graphics systems.
6. Choice of Two or Three
D·imensions
Real-world objects are threedimensional, and th e r efore ,
graphic portrayal s of th e m
should be three-dimensional as
well. On the other hand, there
are many well-established twodimensional applications where
a third dimension is nothing but
an expensive burden. H ence,
the programmer should be able
to choose to enter three dimensions in some cases and t o save
core and bother by entering only
two in others.
One useful ramification of the
systems way of implementing
this choice is that planar objects
in three-space can b e defined
two-dimensionally, saving core,
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and then fit into the three-dimensional scene. It is interesting to
note that two-dirnensional and
t hree -dim e nsion al dat a ar e
treated exactly the same by the
processing hardware. A third
coo rdin a te program- specificable) is appended to two-dimensional data at the entrance to
the Picture Processor, and all
operations from that point are
carried out in three dimensions.
This unified treahnent simplifies
both the hardware and the process of learning the system.
7. Dynamic Motion
The capacity for real-time dynamic motion has long been
among the principal appeals of
Evans & Sutherland grapltic
systems; therefore, we made ·sure
that the system had the same capabilities as our earlier systems.
To provide the illusion of motion
in a computer-generated display,
it is necessary to compute new

CATHODE
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CRT
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BACK PORTED
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CUSTOM GEOMETRIES
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PRINTERS, DATA TERMINALS.
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frames very frequently, preferably at least twenty times per
second. The computations involved in picture preparation
can be extensive, and so if a
great many points need to be
proc es secl , the challenge becomes one of minimizing the
time required to process a point.
Our answer is to implement in
hardware all the repetitious,
lengthy calculations required to
perform op erations that arise
over and over in graphics: rotation, translation, scaling, windowing, and perspective computation. Not only is hardware
intrinsically much faster than
equivalent software, but by relieving th e PDP-ll of th ese
burdens we allow these operations to be overlapped with application-specific operations in
software.

8. Perspective or Orthogra]Jhic 3-D
In some applications, such as
flight simulation, it is imperative
that perspective be imparted to
graphic portrayals of threedimensional scenes. In others
like display of engineering
drawings, it is sometimes unnecessary or even undesirable
to sh ow p e rs p ective; orthogra phic-or its s p eci a l case,
isometric-views are required.
The ability to show true perSt>ective vi ews of complex ,
dynamically moving objects has
long been exclusive feature of
Evans & Sutherland graphic
systems, but the method of obtaining p ers p ectiv e in "Th e
Picture System" is more general
than in our earlier systems, permitting the degree of perspective to vary from an extreme
wide-angle view to an orthographic view.
9. Rotation about Any
3-Space

Axis in

Rotation ab out any of the three
principal axes is easily expressed
in a 3 x 3 submatrix of the
Picture Processor's 4 x 4 matrix.
Data base vectors are multiplied
b y this matrix to produce rotated vectors.
Page 22
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Fmthermore, rotation about an
arbitraty axis through the origin
can be expressed as a sequence
of rotations about the principal
axes. Finally, rotation about any
arbitrary axis can be expressed
as a pre-translation, a rotation
about an axis tlu·ough the origin,
and a post-translation. Mechanisms for performing all these
steps are included in the system, as discussed in the following points.
10. Tmnslation in Any Di1'ection

'i\'hen a fourth row is appended
to the 3 x 3 rotation matrix,
translational terms ( post-translation terms, to be precise) can
b e exp ressed as well. Pretranslation calls for a matrix
of its own.
11. Scaling in Any Dimension

The matrix representation of
transformation lends itself well
to scaling the size of objects
Ut> or down, in any or all
dimensions, and at any point
in a sequence of transfotmations. A scale mah·ix contains
zeroes off the diagonals and
scale factors for each dimension in their respective positions along the diagonal.
12. Any Combination of Rotations,
Translations, and Scalings

As the p receding paragraphs
have noted, it is usually necessary to impart more than one
tra n sfo rm ati o n to data base
coordinates to prepare them
for display. In "The Picture
System," 4 x 4 matrices are
used to r e presen t all transfotmation, including simple
rotations, pre- and post-translations, scalings, degree of p erspective, establishment of windowing boundaries, and others.
A sequence of transformations
could be imparted, at considerable expense, by multiplying
each vector b y the first matrix,
multiplying the result by the
second, multiplying that result
by the third, and so forth.
However, since matrix multiplication is associative, it is
equi valent to multiply all the
matrices together first, a nd
then to multiply each point to
be so transformed b y the comp osite matrix. This transforma-

tion concatenation philosophy,
implemented in hardware, introduces substantial economies
into the system.
A related feature which enhances the value of matrix concatenation is the ability to push
matrices onto a stack and pop
them back off. This capability
allows intermediate composite
matrices to be saved prior to
concatenation of further matrices unique to one set of vectors,
and then to be retrieved later
for use with another set of vectors. A four-deep matrix stack is
maintained in the Picture Processor, wi th overfl ow int o
PDP-ll memory.

13. Zooming
Often a scene is so large that
wh e n it is d e picted in its
entirety on a graphics system,
details are obscured. ·w hen the
details are to be shown, it becomes necessary to show only
a portion of the scene but to
show that portion in greatly
increased scale. Abrupt changes
in scale are visually unappealing and sometimes leave the
viewer "l ost"-n ot knowing
where in the scene h e is looking. A far better alternative is
to smoothly and rapidly vary
th e sca le. Thi s "zoo min g"
feature is implemented in the
sys t em b y introducing small
changes to th e w i ndowin g
boundaries each time a new
frame is begun. This part is
fairly easy; the difficult part is
accounting for lines that pass
out of the viewing region, and
doing this fast enough to make
zooming smooth. This calls for
a highly sophisticated \vindowing mechanism.
14. Windowing

The ability to w indow- i.e.,
to select a region of the drawing sp ace whose contents are
to be viewed-is an important
feahu·e in many graphics apt>lications and should be supp orted b y any high-performance system.
Considerable thought has b een
given to windowing mechanisms over the last few years.
The main problem, of course,
is the elimination of picture

viewing area. Lines partially
outside are particularly troublesome. The graphics community
( 5) has known for some time
that the best way to accomplish
windowing is hardware clipping, which entails computing
the intersection of partially
visible lines and wi nd ow
boundaries. But the algorithm
for perfotming clipping in "The
Picture System" (7) underwent
great improvement in generality from th e m e th od employed in our earli e r systems ( 6).

15. A ccurate Results of
Transformations
Naturally it is important that
the lines drawn on the scope
appear where they are supposed to, which implies that the
transformation process should
be carried out without introducing large euors. But it is
also important, and much more
ticklish, to assure accuracy in
results which are to be fed
back into PDP-ll memory for
purposes of obtaining hard
copy or as data for further
computation. Only th e m os t
significant twelve bits of computed coordinates are used for
drawing on the scope, but full
sixteen bit words are returned
to the PDP-11.
How is accuracy maximized
in the system? Mo s t importantly, all computation is done
in digital hardware, avoiding
the inh e r e nt inaccuracy and
drift problems associated with
analog hardware.
Several measures were also
taken to avoid accumulating
roundoff errors. Relative vectors are converted to absolute
upon entering th e Pi ctur e
Processor, before computation
has a chance to introduce any
inaccuracies. Also, because the
homogenious coordinate nature
of our 4 x 4 matrices permits
multiplication of all sixteen
elements by any constant without affecting the h·ansfOimation
r e present e d, we "normalize"
composite matrices after each
concatenation. When two matrices are multiplied together,
the product is held in a twentybit wide intetmediate matrix.

(Twenty bits was found to be
the optimal word length for
maintaining precision without
incurring undue cost. ) Then,
before the contents of the intermediate matrix are transferred
back into the 16-bit wide drawing matrix, the intermediate
matrix is normalized, i.e., all its
elements are shifted left until
some element would lose a significant bit by further shifting.
16. Availability of Ha1'd Copy

No hard copy device is standard in the system, since different applications call for different speeds and quality levels
in hard copy, and many require
no hard copy at all. But any
standard hard copy device can
be interfaced to the PDP-11.
Data for obtaining hard copy
i s made available to th e
PDP-11 by activating the "feedback to memory" route in the
system, which transmits transformed and clipped coordinates
(still digital ) into PDP-11
memory, where it can be accessed by routines to generate
the hard copy.

17. Large Line and Characte1'
Capacities
A basic problem with refresh
displays is that the pi c tur e
must b e r edra w n very frequently- at least thi r t y and
preferably forty times per second-to avoid fli cker ( the
unsightly effect seen when the
picture visibly fades b efor e
being redrawn ).
All line generation techniques
require a certain amount of
time to stroke out a line, and
also involve a certain settling
time between lines. Quite a
science has been developed to
get maximum mileage of "The
Picture System" line generator
(called the Pich1re Generator )
willie pr eser vin g good lin e
quality.
It is bad enough that line generation speeds impose a limit
on line and character capacities, but to make matters worse
in many graphics systems (our
earlier systems, for example) ,
the line generator spends a lot
of time sitting idle while coordinate data is being fetched
or massaged. It is unnecessary
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and wasteful to update a picture every time it is refreshed;
even in applications calling for
the most stringent requirements
for dynamic motion, and update every two refresh cycles
is adequate, and in other applications updating can be performed very infrequently. Sustaining a flicker-free picture,
on the other hand, is universally necessary.
In "The Picture System" we
contrived a way to allow both
updating and refreshing to take
place at their respective optimal rates and get maximum
mileage out of all system components. We put a memory, the
Refresh Buffer, between the
picture preparation stage and
th e pic tur e generation stage.
The Pi cture G e nerator can
fetch new coordinates from this
memory as soon as it is ready
to accept them; meanwhile, a
new frame is being computed
and deposited elsewhere in the
Refresh Buffer.
18. Good Line Quality

All the known techniques for
maintaining good linearity,
end-point match, etc. were incorporated into our Picture
Generator. Several features are
w01thy of special note.
First, all lines, regardless of
length, can be drawn in the
same intensity. This feature is
achieved by drawing lines at
a constant rate.
Second, completely separate intensity and contrast controls
are provided.
Third, swim in the picture is
avoided by synchronizing the
refresh rate with the power
line. This is a widely used
technique, but unfortunately
most impl em entati ons are
based on a 60 cycle clock,
which gives the user the unpleasant choice of refreshing
60 times per second, which is
wasteful of line capacity, or at
30 times per second, which
causes marginal flicker. The
ideal refresh rate is 40 times
per second, and this is postum to page 29
Jan.·Feb. '74
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lEE-Apollo Display

- --I -..,.._

Digital Image Display

,.

A series of budget, 'nigh accuracy" multichannel binary angle
data indicators have been introduced by Computer Conversions
Corporation. The new devices convert 16 bits of binary data to BCD
and produce a 5 digit display.
The converters have a resolution
of 0.01° and an accuracy of + .02°.
The BCD data and readout can be
scaled to any desired format from
0 to 99999 (i.e. azimuth, elevation,
weight, pressure, temperature, etc.)
They are available in a rack mounting case ( 19" W x 1.75" H x 12"
D eep), or on a 4.5" x 6.5" PC card
which requires extemal DC power.
Units can also be supplied to
accept serial, other types of
digital angle data, or 3-wire
synchro data.

Comtal Corp. has announced a
new series of digital image displays
which operate as stand alone
systems or serve as a computer
peripheral device. The new Comtal
5000 Series of digital image display
systems is said to offer a wide
variety of options and "true" image
processing capabilities not previously available. "The storage,
restoration, enhancement and processing of true images is one of the
most exciting areas under development today. New application possibilities ranging from earth resource studies to Jaw P.nforcP.mP.nt,
and almost eve1ything imaginable
in betv.reen, are being uncovered
utilizing these new digital image
processing techniques," says a
spokesman.

Industrial Electronic Engineers,
inh·oduces the lEE-Apollo incandescent digital display. Available
in 5V ( 1500 Ft L ) and 12V ( 85,000
Ft L ), Five basic series provide
alpha-numeric, decimal p oint and
plus/minus one ( 1 ) capabalities
in sub-miniature sizes. Each singleplane readout tube consists of
seven incandenscent segments on
a black ceramic base sealed in a
a glass envelope. The sharp contrast inherent in this construction
provides superb readability with
an extra wide viewing angle.
Brightness is fully adjustable from
zero to a level easily viewed in
direct sunlight by simply vmy ing
the voltage. Filters produce displays in· any color.
Rugged consh·uction and long
life expectancy (more than 10,000
hours at 5V ) combine with l EEApollo's viewing characteristics to
make it the ideal display for a
wide variety of applications. lEEApollo operates AC or DC.

New Literature

Alphanumeric CRT Display System

All Comtal digital image display
systems work on a 512 x 512 picture mqtrix, coupled with a special
picture tube, to produce a bright
flicker-free picture with highest
real-time spatial resolution. Large
screen, full color presentation has
a maximum resolution of 256
brightness levels for each of the
tlU'ee primary colors.
Comtal Systems are plug compatible with all major mini computers.

C ircle #102 on Readers Service Card

Circle # 103 o n Readers Service Card

Ci rcle # I05 on Readers Service Card
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Circle # I 08 on Readers Service Card

Circle # 106 on Readers Service Card

Development of a memmy-storage device containing microscopic
"bubbles" that can store vast
amounts of information in a tiny
wafer of magnetic material announced by GTE Laboratories
Inc., Waltham Mass. D ev ice,
known as a magnetic domain memory, has been developed to the
point where it will b e turned over
to a manufacturing organization
for testing and evaluation.

New Memory Device

A new optional cathode-ray tube,
Option 005, for the H ewlettPackard Model 183B Oscilloscop e
mainframe, makes possible photographic transient recordings at
writing speeds as high as 28
em/nanosecond.
Film recording speeds of 24
cm/ns are said to be achieved with
Pll phosphor (blue h·ace, medium
persistence), post-fogging ASA
10,000 film with a built-in pulsed
flood gun, exposing 2 seconds with
an HP Model 195A high-speed
camera ( F / 1.3 lens, object-toimage ratio 1:05). 17% more speed,
pressing the state of the art to 28
cm/ns, can be achieved with
cameras having the 17%-faster
F / 1.2 lens, available from some
other manufacturers. These fast
writing sp eeds are useful mainly
for studies of fast, high-level transients in high-energy physics; here,
A spokesman cited advancements every bit of improvement in speed
in the sensitivity of TV cameras, has been eagerly sought, even at
optical coatings and development the cost of high skill requirements.
of image intensifiers as primary
To assure exact resettability of
reasons new inspection technique 'scope controls and thus to promote
has become feasible.
repeatability of results, an addiThe new Lenox mini-probe can . tional option ( 020 ) provides nmltipenetrate deep into normally in- turn controls for intensity, flood
accessible areas and rapidly obtain gun, focus, and astigmatism adjustclose-up images regardless of the ments. Two of the most critical of
angles required. Borescopes with these, flood gun and intensity, are
diameters as small as 0.118" can 10-turn locking dials. The oscilloprovide a right angle view, a scope mainframe with both options
straight ahead view or a pano- is designated H ewlett-Packard
Model 183B Option 005/ 020.
ramic view.

Circle# 104 on Readers Service Card

Newly revised and illustrated
literah1re providing data and suggested applications of SPECTRA®
Model 1980 Pritchard® Photometer is offered by Photo Research,
manufacturer of sup er-sensitive · insh'llment with automatic computation of readings for all combination of built-in filter, aperhn·e and
range settings. Full-scale sensitivity
ranges from 0.00001 to 10,000 000
( 10-5 to 107 ) footlamberts at distances from 0.001n to infinity, with
built-in aperhu·es allowing selection of measuring fields from 2
minutes to 3.2 degrees, and complete freedom from polarization
er r or are among features of
instrum ent.

Circle #101 on Readers Service f;ard

CRT Option

A new series of inspection
devices, develop ed by L enox
Instrument Company, Inc., makes
it possible for an inspector to view
a TV monitor in performing closeup inspections inside small tubes
or other confined areas. The firm
has combined small diameter borescopes with highly sensitive
TV cameras.

r:JDIIl r:JDIIl r:JDDJ r:JDDJ
Angle Indicators

Lenox "Mini-Probes"

Lexicon, Inc. announces a new
alphanumeric CRT display system
for Nova series computers. The new
display system, called Lexiscop e
2000A, featmes high sp eed operation and highly flexible "intelligent
terminal" capabilities through CPU

program control. Options include
96-character upper and lower case
display capability, blink and underline attribute features, and a 15inch monitor.
Software instruction set allows
highly sophisticated editing including split screen and multiple
cursor operation, as well as scrolling, tabbing, field protection, and
other advanced editing functions.
Basic system includes a 2,000character random access display
memory in an 80x25 character format, fully addressable cursor, and
a 200,000-characterj second readwrite speed. The entire control and
interface electronics are contained
on a single Nova plug-in board.

Circle# 107 on Readers Service Card

new
products
Rotator /Translator

Newport Research Corporation
has added a rotational stage and
a vertical translator to its budget
University Series optical mounts
which now include rod mounted
mirror tilters, beamsplitter mounts,
tilt tables, element holders and
various accessories. The compact
rotational stage can be side
mounted to a post or attached to
any mounting smface and is available in two configurations. One has
a solid mounting smface with tapped holes and the other has a
clear aperture for use as an element rotator. Rotation is 360° with
either coarse or fine adjustment
and it can easily be locked in
place. The vertical translator is
designed for fine positioning of
mounts along the vertical axis without changing the settings in the
azimuth direction.
Circle# 109 on Readers Service Card
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Mini-Diget Counter

LED Mounting
Hardware

Industrial Electronics Engineers,
Van Nuys, California, manufacturer of displays and readout
devices, introduces a unique universal LED mounting hardware
package. TI1e attractive universal
panel mount accepts any Dual-Inline LED display packaged with
.3" row spacing, regardless of
manufacturer. The mounting hardware package consists of a one
piece nylon bezel, a circular polarizing window and a one piece
behind-the-panel socket assembly
w hich eliminates all individual
DIP sockets. Dual-in-line displays
with 14 or 16 pins can be accommodated in presentations from 2
to 8 units.
The one piece lEE socket assembly has wire wrap-terminations
that permit economical wiring of
any display arrangements. Mechanically, the integral sockets have
a 20 pin capacity so that either 14
or 16 pin display characters can
be centered in the viewing window
regardless of the digits mechanical
relationship to the pins.
The attractive display package
requires only a single panel cutout;
no other mounting holes are
needed. After installing the bezel
into the cutout, the lEE display
package automatically aligns itself.
Circle # 110 on Readers Service Card
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Instrun1ent Displays, Inc., announces the availability of the
Mini-Diget, Model MDBC Bi-Directional Counter, redesigned for
OEM applications. This unit is the
latest addition to the Mini-Diget
Series of integrated circuit counters
and displays. The circuits can have
the Nixie, Sperry or 7-Segment
display all with ~" characters.
The counter features all plug-in
card construction with T 2L logic
and is available from 2 - 6 decades
wide. Its unique conshuction permits the user to obtain a custombuilt counter through the use of
the plug-in cru·d construction.
With this approach, only those
features required are actually
ordered.
This unit features high noise inlmunity through a specially designed buffer card and its standard
form will accept input on two lines
- one add and one subtract. With
the use of an optional quadmture
card, it will accept information in
quadrature form from most incremental encoders and will also provide multiplication logic of times
1, 2 or 4. A polarity detector
module is also available to enable
the user to determine on which
side of an established zero reference point the count lies. Preload
input in BCD form is standard
as are buffered BCD outputs. The
unit also contains memory, where
a constant unchanging display is
required without losing track of the
number of pulses b eing received.
Circle #Il l on Readers Service Card

Communications to the Editor,
SID Journal, should b e addressed
to him , c/o SID Journ al, 1605
Cahuenga Blvd. , Los Angeles, Cal.
90028.

Metric Converter
Summit International Corporation introduces hand held computer that changes U.S. Standard
Weights and Measures into metric
measurements (or the other way)
willie it doubles as a :five-function
miniature calculator with memory.
Underneath each number on the
keyboard is a subscript abbreviation that selects a program. These
programs become operable as soon
as the chru1ge key is pressed. To
use any of the 36 possible programs, enter a number, press the
change key, and then press the key
with the subscript conversion program you desire. The nun1ber in
the readout immediately changes
from U.S. terms to the correct
metric measurement. The program
is reversed by pressing the"reverse"
key after the "change" key to
convert metric measurements to
U.S. terms.
Sb
u scnpts on th
e "=" and "="
keys modify the terms by changing
the nun1ber to cubic or square
measurements. The subscript program on the "3" key changes the
Fahrenheit temperature scale to
Centigrade degrees. The other program keys change weights and
lengths from U.S. system to
metric terms.
0

Circle #1 12 on Readers Service Card

High-Speed Printers
Dot matrix impact printers operating at speeds generally associated
with computer output devices are
announced by Wang Laboratories,
with their System 2200 Advanced
Programmable Calculators. With
the Model 2221 and 2231 HighSpeed Printers, the calculator user
gets complete alphanun1eric printing in two selectable type sizes on
standard computer printout forms.
The Model 2221 prints a maximun1
132-character line at a rate of
approximately 150 characters per
second ( 200 lines p er minute) , The
Model 2231, for those who prefer
a maximun1 SO-character line,
prints approximately 100 characters per second ( 150 lines per
minute) .
Both Models can print as many
as four carbons.
Circle #113 on Readers Service Card

The Social
Implications Of The
Ull of COIIPUTIRS
ACROIS nATIOnAL BOUnDARIES
• Large time sharing systems and technical, as well as the social, podistributed networks of computers litical and economic spheres. These
are already major factors in tying issues have not yet even been identogether decentralized national op- tified, let alone explored or aderations in both the public and the dressed in any meaningful way.
In order to begin an inquiry in
private sectors. In the public sector,
the marriage of computers and this area, the Social Implications
communications is apparent in such Committee of AFIPS sponsored a
systems as the ARPA Network, the year-long study at the Center for
Air Defense System, law enforce- Fuh1res Research of the University
ment systems, weather forecasting of Southern California. This docuand the like. In the private sector, ment, which is the final report of
there are many such systems used the study, is smnmarized briefly
for tying together sales offices and below.
warehouses or ticket offices and
data banks of reservations systems, Methodology
as well as serving various other
The study b egan with a brief litscheduling, :financial control or logistics operations in large corpora- . erature search in which more than
forty already existing applications
tions.
In addition to these develop- of the multinational computer in
ments, we are beginning to see the both the public and the private secuse of these kinds of computers and tors were identi:6ed . The methodcommunication networks ac,ross na- ology chosen for the study was
tional boundaries. When we speak the D elphi technique of successive
of a "multinational computer sys- questionnaires sent to a group of
tem" we mean any arrangement carefully selected participants. With
whereby computers in one country the assistance of AFIPS officers, an
are directly linked to other computers, data bases, or computn users
in one or more other countries. TI1e
use of computers in this manner at by
the present time is certainly not BURT NANUS
widespread. However, as one pro- University of Southern California
jects ahead ten to twenty years and
contemplates on the one hand, the LELAND M. WOOTON
rising tide of multinationalism in Southern Methodist University
both corporations and governmental organizations, and on the other HAROLD BORKO
hand, the rapid increase in capabil- University of California at L os Angeles
ities and decrease in cost of computers/ communications networks, one
can conjecture that it is only a matter of time ( and probably not very
much time ) when these kinds of
applications will proliferate. But A Technical Report to the AFIPS
while the national use of computer Committee on the
networks is just a logical extension Social Implications of the Comp uter
of current trends and capabilities, May, 1973
the multinational use op ens a whole Dr. Harold Sackman, Chairman
new realm of considerations in the Th e Rand Corporation

outstanding panel was assembled
consisting of :fifty eight corporate
officers, government officials and
computer exp erts. A cru·efully prep ared list of questions was developed from an examination of the
existing literahrre and extensive discussions with members of the AFIPS
Social Implications Committee and
other computer experts. Three iterations of the D elphi questionnaire
were necessary to clarify issues and
to develop a preliminary understanding of the reasons for the positions that the panel took on the
issues.
One word of caution is necessary
before sun1marizing the results. The
study suffers from all the well-documented limitations of the Delphi
approach. Moreover, it w as not intended to be a comprehensive or
systematic (much less scienti:6c ) examination of the issues than can
arise from the use of multinational
computers. This will require a far
more detailed study than was possible here and one that observes all
the established scienti:6c rules for
rigorous validation, reliability testing, item analysis, etc. Finally, since
the panel had to consist of computer-knowledgeable people, it would
be surprising if the data did not
reveal an optimistic bias favoring
the spread of computer usage. Thus,
the reader is cautioned not to consider the :findings as valid predictions, but rather simply as the first
crude attempt to de:6ne a new :field
of inquiry by collecting the opinions of knowledgeable people about
what might be important to examine further.
Major Conclusions

The clearest lesson from the study
was that there will indeed b e some
major impacts of the multinational
computer and many of them will
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occur in the next ten years, but most fundamental nature. One efthat the nature of these impacts are fect of this, for example, might be
still only vaguely perceived. In fact, to create new problems of national
the use of computers across nation- citizenship and organizational loyal boundaries in both the public alty whereby individuals will be
and and the private sectors will ex- asked to make decisions in a multipand very greatly in the next two national context that may not be
decades as the costs of computation consistent 'vvith the p olicies of their
decline, new applications are prov- own goverrunents.
en economic, and the scope and inIn the developing nations, the
fluence of multinational organiza- widespread use of multinational
tions increase. On the technical side, computer systems may be considerthere appear to be few barriers to ably delayed, perhaps for fifteen
the development of these systems or twenty years, but when it hapthat are not now already close to pens it will have enormous impacts.
solution. The problems that do ex- In the short xu n, the use of multiist are more in the nature of polit- national computers may tend to enical or scio-cultural and while hance the economic interests of the
there is no guarantee that all these information-rich, wealthier nations
barriers can be swept away in the at the exp ense of the informationnext two decades, there are promis- poor, but in the long run, the use
ing starts already.
of MNCS will increase the technoIn the public sector, the use of logical op tions available to the
computers across national bound- LDCs and speed up their ability to
aries will strengthen multinational industrialize and to take advantage
public enterprises in such areas as of the latest developments in edupublic health, criminal justice, pol- cation, management, medicine or
lution, weather and disaster control, public administration. The danger
with major impacts b efore 1985. to the developing nations is that the
New institutions will be required at MNCS may distort their investment
the multinational level to resolve priorities or lead to policies that
disputes over the transmission of favor multinational as opposed to
data across national boundaries, to national patterns of socioeconomic
develop regulations concerning the change. This provides a new chalactivities of multinational data lenge to the developed nations to
banks, to provide individual safe- create international organizations
guards, and to deal with problems and agreements that strengthen the
of standardization of data transmis- position of the developing countries
sion facilities and capabilities. In in regard to all flows of science and
the private sector, progress may be technology, p articularly the use of
even faster because such can be multinational computer systems.
done within individual companies.
In the long run, we may find that
As a result, the use of MNCS is al- the use of computers across nationready beginning to enhance the al boundaries will be one of the
power of multinational corporations three or four most important factors
vis-a-vis the nation-state while at tending to bring the world closer
the same time contributing to a together through the creation of
growing uniformity of business new multinational institutions and
practices throughout the world.
interdependencies. If this should
These developments are likely to h a pp en, the impact on human
have their most profound and least society will have been truly revoluunderstood impacts on the socio- tionary-p e rha p s equ a l to t h e
cultural level. Within the highly in- impact of the invention of the printdustrialized societies, many people ing press or of human language itwill find themselves in some form self. The main contribution of the
of man-machine relationship, often data developed in this study is to
involving multinational communica- suggest that these impacts may betions, within the next decade. These gin to be felt sooner rather than
interactions may be for educational, later-before 1985 for many of
health, library, business, or other them-and that it is not too early
reasons but the net effect will be to begin to plan how to avoid the
the enhancement of shared beliefs obvious traps and to assure the
and values and a growing sense of greatest benefit for the world's peointerdependence on matters of the p~.
•
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Information About
SID Membership
To any of you who may be unfamiliar with SID Policy in providing financial assistance to each
Chapter, as additional funds being
furnished to assist you in carrying
out Chapter activities, we would
like to provide you with the following information:
1. A $2.50-per-member rebate
of the annual membership
dues is provided quarterly.
2. For each Technical Meeting,
a $15.00 rebate is provided
upon receipt of properly
executed Technical Meeting
Report Form. These rep orts
should be submitted within
a reasonable length of time
following each meeting and
a r e reimbursed quarterly.
Technical Meeting Report
f orms a r e furnished by
National Office.
3. Each active Chapter receives
a $50.00 rebate, annually.
This rebate is paid at the end
of the Third Quarter period.
It is important to have National
Office included with every Chapter
mailing. Thereby, regular meeting
notices, news, and election of new
officers are kept current and included with the Chapter News in
SID JOURNAL. Photographs taken
at your meetings are welcomed
and serve as a feature plus for the
journal. Note: Color photos cannot
be used.
SID Membership applications,
publication brochures, etc., are
provided to each chapter, upon
request, and are very helpful in
promoting new members, either in
a special mailing to non-members,
or at your regular meetings.
SID Chapter mailing labels can
be obtained, at cost, from the SID
mailing house, with approval from
from National Office. - VI PuFF,
National Office Manager, 654 N.
Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal. 90049.

Computer Merit Badge
Computers is a new merit badge
offered by the Boy Scouts of
America. A pamphlet is available,
BSA, Div. 0163, New Brunswick,
N.J. 08902.

By JAMES F. CALLAN
co11tinued from page 23

sible in "The Picture System"
because we implemented a 120
cycle clock and gave the programmer the ability to specify
the number of clock ticks to
elapse between refreshes.

If You Heard 'Em Lucky, If You Didn't, Too Bad
Readers will note that some of the
reports below present considerable
detail on program content. SID
JoURNAL is glad to receive as much
detail as Chapter reporters wish to
send re technical programs, and
will either use it in this space; or,
if in great enough detail, will present it separately elsewhere in the
issue following its receipt. We welcome detailed reports. - EDITOR

19. Convenient Interaction
In planning the s ys tem, we
decided to avoid the proliferation of graphic input devices, S.F . BAY AREA CHAPTER
both to save our customers December 13, 1973
money and because all these Speaker: Wayne D . Stewart, Moninput devices are seldom necessanto Chemical
sary. We also have a strong Subject: Light Emitting Diodes in
aversion to light p ens, because
Alphanumeric Displays
of both human factors reasons
and system architecture reasons, MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
but we recognized that the CHAPTER
pointing function they are used December 13, 1973
for must somehow be im- Speaker: Annual Motorola Yule-In
plemented.
Subject: Annual Motorola Yule-In
We managed to get the best
SAN DIEGO CHAPTER
of all worlds by incorporating
a tablet as our standard input Speake1': Dick Winner, Manager,
Advanced Controls and Displays
device, and equipping the sysProject,
Hughes Aircraft, Culver
tem with a hardware "hit-testCity
(Cal.
)
ing" feature that allows the
tablet to be used for pointing, , Subject: A H igh Visibility Miniaturized Avionics Display Method
in a much more general way
for utilizing mianiaturized CRTs
than the light pen in fact.
in conjunction with suitable magOptions like function switches
nifying optics to provide avionics
and control dials are available
display
inside Hight hehnet, suon the system, but we feel
that the tablet makes them un- · - - -- - -- - - -- - - necessary except in extraordisole, DEC-tapes, and other
nary cases.
items which must be frequently
accessed.
20. Good Physical Appearance
An ironic twist of graphic systems is that even though all Conclusion
their electronics are designed Evans & Sutherland has always
for the sake of the human eye, believed that there is a certain
they are often housed in ugly "right" way to approach graphics,
cabinets with no regard at all that the desirable way to fulfill a
for physical appearance.
need from one point of view tends
We were determined from the to be desirable from other p oints of
outset to house "The Picture view as well. We believe that "The
System" in a visually appeal- Picture System" is in fact the
ing and functional physical implementation of that right ap•
configuration. The packaging proach to graphics.
we selected is a handsome Lshaped desk where the elec- References
tronics reside beneath the desk 1. "Line Drawing System Model 1 System Reference Manual", Evans
top (but are very accessible),
& Sutherland Computer Corporaand the scope, tablet, and
tion, Salt Lake City, Utah,
other input devices are arJanuary 1970.
ranged conveniently on top. 2. "Line Drawing System Model 2 SysA place is reserved above the
tem Reference Manual", Evans
desk top for the PDP-11 con& Sutherland Computer Corpora-

perior or equivalent to I ar g e
screen monochr ome or panel
mounted color displays.
NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER
November 20, 1973
Speake1's: Robert T . Marcus, Rensselaer Color Measurement Lab,
Troy, N.Y. Dr. Ronald Robinder,
Raytheon Industrial Components
Div.
Subject: Tutorial on Color in Infonnation Systems. Mr. Marcus
dealt with psychophysical qualities of color; color mixing systems; color classification systems;
and tristimulus colorimetry and
spectrophotometry. Dr. Robinder
gave a presentation on Principles
of Color Instrumentation.
The New England Chapter was
to hold tutorials on Integrated
Circuits in D isp lay Systems
( January); and Display System
Parameters (F ebruary ). V. Fowler, GTE Labs, 40 Sylvan Rd.,
Waltham, Mass.

Microelectronics Call
Call for pap ers, 1974 Inti.
Microelectronics
Symp osium,
Boston, October 21-23, 1974, has
been issued byT. B. Gillis, Program
Chairman, Raytheon Co., 465
Center St., Quincy, Mass. 02169.
- - -- -- - -- - - - tion, Salt Lake
August 1, 1971.
3.

City,

Utah,

"THE PICTURE SYSTEM", Evans
& Sutherland Computer Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah,
August 1, 1973.

4. Callan, J. F., "Programming a General-Purpose Graphics System",
Record of the 1973 Northeast
Electronics Research and Engineering Meeting, Vol. 15, Part 4,
pp. 68-77.
5.

Newman, W. M., and Sproull, R. F.,
Principles of Interactive Computer Graphics, McGraw Hill,
1973.

6.

Sproull, R. F., and Sutherland, I. E.,
"A Clipping Divider", Proceedings of the 1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference, Thompson
Books, Washington, D.C., 1968.

7.

Sutherland, I. E ., and Hodgman, G.
W., "Reentrant Polygon Clipping", Communications of the
Association for Computing Machinery, January 1974.
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In-Helmet Display For L.A. Chapter
On November 27, 1973, some 50
people of L. A. Chapter of SID
enjoyed a presentation by R. N.
Winner, Manager of Advanced
Display Projects for Hughes
Aircraft Company, on the Helmet
Mounted Display programs at
Hughes Culver City. The evening
was arranged by Miss P. DuPuis,
Secretary-Treasurer of the L. A.
Chapter, and was enhanced by the
presence of the SID executive
Committee, who had just completed a Board Meeting in the area. Bill Lichty, Hughes Aircraft ProThe excellent technical presenta- ject Engineer for Helmet Mounttion and demonstration showed ed Displays, shows how the
the great strides recently made in device would be worn by a pilot,
producing a high resolution image during the demonstration phase
of the November L. A. Chapter
as p art of a pilot's flight hehnet. Meeting.
Advanced work on holographic
optics was also described which
promises even further refinements
for such a compact display system.
ALLGEMEINE ELEKTRICITATSGESELLSCHAFT
AEG-Telefunken
Vor~tandssekretaruat

L. J. Schaefer, Vector General,
Inc. views the high resolution
image of the Hughes He I met
Mounted Display at the November L. A. Chapter Meeting.
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NAC INCORPORATED
17 Kowa Bldg., No. 2-7
Nishiazabu 1-Chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan

6 Frankfurt/ Main-Sud
West Germany
AEG Hochhaus

PHILCO-FORD CORPORATION
Palo Alto, California

BURROUGHS CORPORATION
Defense, Space & Special Systems
Group
Paoli, Pennsylvania

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
RANK PRESCISION INDUSTRIES
LTD.
Sidcup-by-Pass
Sidcup, Kent, England

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
CORP.
3600 Sunset Avenue
Waukegan, Illinois 60085
CONRAC CORPORATION
330 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
DIACON, INC.
4812 Kearny Mesa Road
San Diego, California 92111
DuMONT ELECTRON TUBES
AND DEVICES CORPORATION
750 Bloomfield Avenue
Clifton, New Jersey 07015

Bill Lichty, Hughes Aircraft Project Engineer for Helmet Mounted Displays, demonstrates the
high reso lution image to Vi Puff,
SID National Office Man age r,
at the November L. A. Chapter
Meeting.

Dick Winner, Hughes Aircraft
Advanced Display Projects Manager, demonstrating a holographic lens element to be used
in the next generation Helmet
Mounted Display. This demontration followed a formal presention by Mr. Winner on the Helmet
Mounted Display developments
at Hughes.

SIEMENS AG
Components Marketing
76 St. Martinstr.
Munich, West Germany
SINGER-LIBRASCOPE
Aerospace & Marine Systems Group
933 Sonora Avenue
Glendale, California 91201
SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road
Addison, Illinois

FERRANTI ELECTRIC COMPANY
Plainview , New York

TEKTRONIX, INC.
Information Display Products
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97005

GML CORPORATION
594 Marrett Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

THOMAS ELECTRONICS, INC.
100 Riverview Drive
Wayne, New Jersey 07470

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, California 90230
IBM CORPORATION
Armonk, N ew York

THOMSON-CSF
Paris, France

PHOTO R ESEARCH DIVISION
KOLLMORGEN CORPORATION
3000 N. Hollywood Way
Burbank, California 91505

DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLY
WEAPONS RESEARCH
ESTABLISHMENT
Salisbury, South Australia 5108
XEROX DATA SYSTEMS
El Segundo, California 90245
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